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Abstract 
 
An Assessment of Value for Deep Sedimentary Geothermal Resources in 
Texas 
 
Matthew Emmanuel Uddenberg, M.A. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 
 
Supervisor: Charles G. Groat 
 
 
Building upon work completed by the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) for the 
National Geothermal Data System (NGDS) this thesis develops a coherent strategy for 
assessing the value of geothermal resources for different regions within Texas. Valuing 
geothermal resources is difficult because energy output from a specified resource is 
predicated on the development strategy employed and the dynamic qualities of the 
reservoir being analyzed. To account for these factors a lumped parameter model is 
developed to provide a flexible means for assessing the value of different resources. The 
model is designed to quickly adapt to different reservoir geometries, provided by the 
NGDS, and account for the dynamic nature of geothermal resources, which will vary as a 
function of the development strategy employed. In this paper two development 
strategies for a field located in Hidalgo County have been modeled to illustrate the use 
of the model and explain how its structure allows for realistic and nuanced analysis. The 
two scenarios modeled have a sustainable outcome, where the geothermal resource 
produces a continual low amount of power, and an unsustainable outcome, where 
power generation is initially high but terminates before the expected life of the project. 
The outcomes from these two scenarios clearly illustrate the usefulness of using a 
lumped parameter model to assess the value of a geothermal resource with regards to a 
set of defined objectives.
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Introduction 
Geothermal energy is the conversion of thermal energy from the subsurface into 
useful electrical power or heating applications. Typical geothermal energy projects 
exploit resources which are relatively hot, 370 °F and greater, and close to the surface. 
These resources are often found in proximity to active volcanism, rift zones and other 
tectonic boundaries. An underutilized but fairly common geothermal resource is deep 
sedimentary aquifer systems, where formation fluids have been heated by normal 
thermal flux from the Earth’s interior. These systems are widespread throughout the 
world and represent a significant but unexploited energy resource. To improve 
techniques for defining and analyzing these resources this paper explores the 
characteristics of deep sedimentary resources found within Texas. Texas is a unique 
location for exploring and analyzing the potential viability of such resources because it 
has many large sedimentary basins, as seen in Figure 1, and a dense network pre-
existing wells, which are useful in providing information relevant to resource 
delineation. 
 
Figure 1: Shows the total sediment thickness for difference basins around the world. Information 
provided from Laske and Masters, (1997). 
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In addition to the deep basins found within Texas, the state also contains one of 
the better defined geopressured zones. Geopressured strata in Texas are found 
primarily along the Gulf Coast where rapid sedimentation and growth faulting have 
created relatively deep strata, (Loucks, 1979). Specifically, shallower expressions of the 
geopressured zones are often correlated with the location of the large Wilcox and Frio 
growth fault systems, as seen in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2: Diagram showing the correlation of Geopressured fluids correlating to the presence of 
progradational sand packages and growth faulting along the Texas gulf Coast, taken from Alan R. Dutton, 
(2006). 
 
The formation of over-pressured deep aquifers occurs when water trapped 
within sediments is buried rapidly and not allowed to escape, through permeable 
channels, to the surface. As these same sediments get buried deeper the effects of 
trapped low compressibility fluid within the rock leads to strata characterized by under-
compacted sandstones and clays where interstitial fluids bear the bulk of overburden 
pressure, (S. K. Garg et al, 1986).  Geopressured sediments, therefore, often have higher 
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porosity and pressure values than similar sediments found at the same depth. When 
considering the deep basins and geopressured zones found along the Gulf Coast, it is 
clear that Texas provides a unique location to assess the viability of producing 
geothermal energy from deep sediments. 
 
The geothermal resources of Texas have been studied by many authors 
beginning in the early 1970’s, (Jones, 1969; Jones, 1970; Loucks, 1979; Papadopulos, 
1975). Despite the interest in this resource there is little detailed information about 
potential reservoir thickness or net sand thicknesses in the defined high potential 
regions.  These initial studies were concerned with the scale and character of resources 
found within Texas and the Gulf Coast but did not deliberate on the finer details of 
reservoir characterization. To obtain useful estimates of value for resources found 
within Texas further information is needed.  This study attempts to facilitate the 
assessments of value by providing detailed net sand maps, generated from geophysical 
well log analysis, and reservoir characteristics, determined from historical field wide 
production data.  
 
The Texas Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) is working with other state 
agencies and universities around the country under a DOE funded project titled the 
National Geothermal Data System (NGDS).  The objective of the project is to compile all 
useful geothermal related material into a national database that will be made available 
to the public.  The ultimate goals of this project are to increase awareness of the 
geothermal resources across the country, increase investor confidence and facilitate the 
development these resources.  The BEG has been assigned to compile data for the 
entire state of Texas. Presently, information for 29,744 wells, including BHTs and other 
relevant data fields, have been assembled and mapped to better understand potential 
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geothermal resources in the state.  The database also includes a catalogue of scanned 
well logs from which the data were derived.   
 
For the Texas component of the NGDS project, data housed at the BEG combined 
with data pulled from other public sources and scientific literature have been compiled 
into an easy to use organized structured database.  These data can be used by ArcGIS 
and Petra© to develop critical information about geothermal resources. Data being 
compiled at the BEG fall into two distinct categories. One part of the study works to 
provide well log metadata needed to identify geothermal resources. In this part of the 
study special emphasis is given to determining bottom hole temperatures (BHTs) for 
wells. At the outset of the study the BEG-IGOR database contained slightly over 1000 
BHTs and a fractured amount of other necessary metadata. Currently, the database 
created for the NGDS project contains 29,744 BHTs and other pertinent information 
such as water production, bottom hole pressures and formation top information.  The 
second part of the study involves the compilation of reservoir data within high 
geothermal potential areas.  This data is generated by the analysis of scanned well logs 
and the assemblage of relevant public data and scientific literature regarding specific 
fields. 
 
This paper outlines a methodology for assessing the value of geothermal 
resources identified and characterized by the NGDS project.  To aide in the assessment 
of value, a decision tool has been developed that allows a user to test different 
development strategies for a given resource identified in the NGDS. Employing specified 
development strategies, this model will allow a user to estimate the potential power 
output over defined periods of time for a selected resource. Using values generated by 
the model, cost associated with developing a specific resource can be assessed. The goal 
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of this study is to provide a suite of necessary data and decision tools to allow a 
potential developer or researcher to target specific resources for further exploration 
and development.  
 
Some necessary assumptions have been made to allow for flexibility in 
characterizing resources identified by the NGDS. The most significant assumptions made 
are that the resources developed will have very high water saturation and that dual 
phase flow within reservoirs is minimal. This assumption is reasonable when considering 
that many, if not most, of the resources explored in this study are existing gas 
reservoirs. Given that these resources will be developed for geothermal energy after 
economic extraction of gas has been completed, it can be reasonably assumed that the 
influence of gas will be minimal. The model is designed so that it can suitably allow a 
user to estimate the potential thermal energy produced from a selected resource. As a 
decision tool, the model should be used as a means of identifying the most promising 
resources which meet the requirements for a developer or researcher to conduct 
further studies or development.  
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Data 
The data used in this study have been compiled for use in the National 
Geothermal Data Systems project.  The NGDS is a project sponsored by the DOE and 
other institutions to create a distributed network of geothermal data which is easily 
searchable and accessible from one location. Data outlined in this study encompasses all 
of Texas and represents work done at the Bureau of Economic Geology for use in the 
NGDS. The database generated for the NGDS contains 29,744 unique wells found within 
Texas. Within the database there are 84 different fields containing information on 
different characteristics for oil and gas wells. Examples of information contained by the 
database are: location, field name, production tests, formations, perforation zones and, 
significantly, corrected bottom hole temperatures.  The first priority of the study was to 
determine variations in temperature both regionally and with respect to depth. It has 
been decided by the NGDS consortium that the best way to record formation 
temperatures in the well log database is to apply a temperature correction to all 
reported BHT’s. Specifically for Texas, the SMU Harrison correction has been 
determined to be the most suitable correction method: 
 
Eq 1:                                                                     
   
 
In Equation 1 D is the depth of the temperature recording in meters , and the 
equation is subject to the following constraints: for temperatures recorded at a depth 
less than 1000 meters no correction is made, for depths greater than 4000 meters one 
must add 0.05 degrees F for each 152 meters below 4000 meters, (David Blackwell and 
Maria Richards, 2004a). 
 
The correction is used to account for the well bore fluid being out of thermal 
equilibrium with the surrounding formation when the temperature measurement is 
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taken. BHTs are often taken during the drilling process and this makes the accuracy of 
temperature measurements hard to quantify. During drilling, mud circulates through 
the well bore to clear cuttings and help power the bit. This circulating fluid is 
withdrawing heat from the rock surrounding the well bore. To get an accurate 
assessment of reservoir temperature one would have to measure the temperature of 
the mud a day or more after the circulation of this mud has stopped,  the time of 
thermal recovery being dependent on  varying well parameters, (Hermanrud, 1989). 
Before an accurate reading can be made, the rock surrounding the well bore needs to 
be restored to thermal equilibrium. However, companies typically measure the 
temperature less than a day after circulation has stopped.  Often the only constraining 
time factor when measuring BHTs for many companies, from personal experience in the 
field, is the amount of time it takes to withdraw the drill pipe and put their geophysical 
tools down to the bottom of the hole.  This is often a function of the expense of 
downtime while drilling. Equation 1 corrects for what is likely depressed temperature 
readings seen on the vast majority of well logs. Using these corrected temperatures and 
other associated metadata the well log database can be analyzed to produce useful 
visual tools for evaluating geothermal energy resources in Texas, Figure 3.   
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Figure 3: Using the well log database created for the NGDS a regional gradient map has been created for 
Texas. Gradient values between wells have been calculated using the Kriging method. The black spots on 
the map represent the location of all the wells found in the well log database. Looking at this map it 
becomes clear that the best resources are predominantly found along the Gulf Coast and in East Texas.  
 
Analyzing the well log data in ArcGIS enables the regional display of pertinent 
information and allows researchers to locate areas with high potential geothermal 
resources. In this study the NGDS well log database is used to identify previously 
explored fields found in high gradient and temperature regions. This method of 
identifying geothermal zones with high potential is loosely based on work previously 
done by R. G. Loucks (1979) in the geopressured zones of Texas. Working on a county by 
county basis the BEG has assembled a database of scanned well logs in counties where 
high gradients have been identified, primarily along the Gulf Coast and East Texas, 
Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Map of Texas shows the location of the 3664 scanned well logs obtained in regions with high 
gradient values. This image was prepared using the petrophysical software package Petra©, which is a 
program used to store, analyze and display well logs and derived data. Blue lines seen in the image show 
the location of basement faults mapped by Ewing, (1990).  
 
With the ability to determine regional areas with high temperature gradients 
and to obtain scanned well logs from these areas, a comprehensive analysis of specific 
resources can be completed. The method developed at the BEG for this comprehensive 
reservoir assessment utilizes well log data and scientific literature to create a 
comprehensive reservoir database for high geothermal potential regions. Other data 
found in the well log database are used to conduct more regionalized analysis of 
different characteristics, such as water production seen in Figure 5, to refine the search 
for high potential areas. 
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Figure 5: shows contour of water produced for each well’s IP test. Green values are high water production 
and red are relatively low water production values. 
 
The next step in the process of characterizing potential geothermal reservoirs is 
to locate potential reservoir rock. Valuable geothermal reservoirs are characterized by 
having both sufficient temperatures for exploitation and a high enough permeability to 
allow for high sustained thermal production rates. The reservoir rock found along the 
Gulf Coast which is most readily defined by these qualities is sandstone. Further 
validation for defining sandstones as a primary reservoir rock for the Gulf Coast is 
derived from geological cross-sections, which display the basin architecture for the 
region, Figure 6. Within these cross-sections one can see large sandstone bodies down 
dip from the Frio fault system and Vicksburg fault systems, (R. G Loucks, 1979). Although 
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the permeability of some of these sandstone bodies are fairly low, averaging one 
millidarcy (md) or less, taken from R. G Loucks, (1979), they are still superior to near 
impermeable surrounding shale.  This negative aspect may be overcome by exploiting 
areas with large net sand thickness values or by exploiting shallower, lower 
temperature, sandstone bodies with higher permeability. The Frio formation, which is 
found at shallower depths than the Vicksburg, has much higher porosity and 
permeability values but tends to contain lower temperatures, (NGDS reservoir 
database).  
     
Figure 6: cross-section of the Frio and Vicksburg fault systems showing clastic dominated deposition to 
significant depths. Figure also illustrates large thicknesses associated with the Frio Formation near the 
coast of Texas, (Ewing et al., 1990). 
 
To map the volume of potential reservoirs along the Gulf Coast, scanned well 
logs are used to identify sand packages where the Frio formation and Vicksburg are 
known to be located. Sandstones are picked by analyzing the gamma ray readings found 
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on scanned well logs located in the region of interest. This parameter has been chosen 
as the means of identifying sand packages because it can be used to determine lithology 
and it consistently appears on well logs available from public sources. Gamma ray values 
measure the degree of radioactivity characterized by the sediments. Clay rich rocks 
contain larger amounts of radioactive material than sand bodies. Within a clastic 
dominated reservoir relatively low gamma ray values frequently correspond to sand 
bodies, (Archie, G. E., 1949). Resistivity and SP curves are also used where they are 
applicable.  Resistivity curves are most useful in locating depth intervals which contain 
hydrocarbons; they are not very useful in locating brine saturated sandstone. However, 
multiple resistivity curves plotted on the same well log can assist in the determination of 
relative permeability by means of mud invasion analysis, (Archie, G. E., 1949). It is clear 
then that resistivity curves are occasionally useful for determining relative permeability 
values for sandstones. SP curves are not commonly plotted but when they are they can 
be used as an effective means of determining relative brine saturation values for 
sandstones, (Archie, G. E., 1949). To avoid confusion a specific example has been chosen 
to highlight the methodology used to characterize reservoirs within the high potential 
geothermal regions identified by the well log database.  The high potential reservoir 
evaluated in this study is located in the middle section of Hidalgo County, Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Shows the area being used as an example in this study. Blue circled region in the image seen on 
the left represents the areal extent of the Southern Hidalgo Fairway. 
 
When choosing an area to conduct further analysis, wells in a geologically similar 
area within a fairly compact regional location are chosen. Once this area is defined an 
average gradient is determined for the geothermal field or fairway. Creating an average 
gradient for this geologically similar area will dampen the influence of measurement 
error and will allow for an efficient means of quantifying average reservoir temperature 
with depth. To determine a viable temperature gradient for a field, corrected bottom 
hole temperatures for the field are plotted. A linear or polynomial regression, with the 
intercept set to average surface temperature, is then applied to the data to produce an 
estimate of temperature with respect depth, Figure 8. Generally, temperature with 
respect to depth for a geologically similar area can be defined as a linear function. 
However, in some cases a polynomial function is used to account for influences of the 
  
N 
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geopressured zone or for areas where younger sediments may not be in thermal 
equilibrium with the underlying strata.  
 
Figure 8: Shows the regression technique used to calculate temperature with depth when considering an 
annual average surface temperature for Texas of roughly 70 °F. Data is taken from the Hidalgo geothermal 
fairway shown in figure 6.  
 
Using regression techniques for the compiled data of a specific geographic and 
geological location provides a means of estimating the temperature with depth while 
minimizing associated error. This equation can then be applied to the field considered, 
in this case the Southern Hidalgo Fairway, to allow for the calculation of general 
reservoir properties. In this study four isotherms were calculated to provide a means of 
organizing the analysis of net sand packages within the chosen fairway. The isotherms 
chosen for this analysis are shown in Table 1. 
Isotherm For 
Southern Hidalgo 
Fairway 
200 °F 250 °F 300 °F 350 °F 
Depth (ft) 5447 7769 10257 12955 
Table 1: shows isotherm values for the south hidalgo fairway. 
y = -3E-07x2 + 0.0255x + 70 
R² = 0.8479 
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These isotherms are useful because 50 °F intervals allow for simple analysis in 
future studies and the range of temperatures roughly represent the window in which 
different binary turbine technologies operate, as shown in Table 2.    
Geofluid 
Temperature °F 
Energy System 
Conversion 
Typical 
Application 
Working Fluid Cooling 
system 
212 
Basic Binary 
 
O&G waters R-134a Water 
302 
Binary w/ 
Recuperator 
O&G waters Isobutane Air 
392 
Binary or       
Single-flash 
EGS 
Isobutane or 
Geofluid 
Air or Water 
Table 2: Shows what technology and corresponding working fluids are generally used to produce different 
temperature geothermal resources, where the ceiling for binary power production lies between 370°F 
and 350 °F, (Tester, et al , 2008). 
 
Therefore defining net sands within these intervals also allows for clarity with 
regards to defining the resource base for each associated binary turbine technology. 
Using the scanned well logs, sand packages within these intervals are picked using 
gamma ray curves. This is done for all scanned well logs contained in the identified 
fairway. An example of this process is displayed in Figure 9 and 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: A display of four wells in Hidalgo County, each well shows picked sand packages using gamma 
ray curves in conjunction with SP and resistivity curves . Different color picks signify sands located 
between different isotherms.   
 
 
W E 
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Figure 10: Displayed above is a close-up view of picks made on a single scanned well log in Hidalgo 
County. The curve on the left displays gamma ray readings with depth. The curve on the right displays 
resistivity readings with depth. 
 
When all wells have been picked within the identified field a database containing 
depth referenced sand picks is generated within Petra©. This database is used to create 
isopach maps which display net sand thickness, in map view, for different isotherm 
intervals, Figure 11. Using Petra© these isopach maps can be analyzed to produce 
specific values for sand volume, average height and area. This information is then 
assembled and added to the reservoir database being generated by the NDGS project. 
Other data contained by the reservoir database have been gathered from well logs as 
well as G1 forms and reservoir summaries obtained from the Texas Railroad 
 
Resistivity 
Gamma Ray 
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Commission. These G1 forms and reservoir summaries have been scanned and stored. 
Pertinent information contained by these documents has been entered into the 
reservoir database. A cohesive list of the elements found in the reservoir database is 
given in Table 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Isopach map showing net sand distribution for depths greater than the 350 °F Isotherm. 
Isopach maps rely on a least squares approach to assigning values for net sand thickness in between wells.  
It should be noted that the isopach maps are best estimations of the distribution of sand thickness given 
the data available. 
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Data Contained by The NGDS Reservoir Database 
State Percent Sand Average Field-Wide Gradient (°F/ft) 
County Net Sand Porosity Range (%) 
Field(s) Number of Wells Used Permeability Range (mD) 
Temp Range (°F) Faults Cementation 
Depth Range (ft) Faulted Trap 
Dominant Formation Fault type Drive 
Other Formations Sealing Faults or Permeable Gravity 
Dominant Lithology Years of Production Production Type 
Other Lithology Most Recent Monthly Production Stimulation 
Area (Acres) Water Production (BBL) Total Perf Height (ft) 
Width (ft) Water Injection (BBL) Grid File Location 
Length (ft) Water Saturation (%) Shapefile Location 
Sand Volume (ft³) Water Chemistry (TDS)   
Block Volume (ft³) Average Field-Wide Pressure (PSI)   
Table 3: List of reservoir parameters contained in the NDGS reservoir database. 
 
The methodology used for creating and assembling data into the NGDS well log 
and reservoir databases has been described to give the reader needed context. 
Understanding the context from which these data have been assembled will provide 
insight into decisions made about the lumped parameter estimator developed in this 
paper. In the visual representations of the data shown above we explore the data as it 
pertains to one particular region, the Southern Hidalgo Field. However, these visual 
tools can be generated for many regions within Texas using the data contained in the 
NGDS.   
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Lumped Parameter Model 
BENEFITS OF A LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL 
A lumped Parameter model is a model where a reservoir system is treated as a 
single black box or a series of interconnected black boxes. This form of model is often 
called a tank model in the petroleum industry and is used to estimate reserves when the 
data on a particular field is minimal or highly uncertain.  Taking these motivations into 
consideration it is clear that tank models are not created to necessarily model a 
reservoir with high accuracy but allow for a quantitative method for providing decision 
makers a tool to discern the value of different assets given current, albeit 
unsatisfactorily defined, reservoir information. Further value is added when these 
models can capture different development strategies. With this added flexibility 
companies can assess the development/exploration strategy that best meet their 
competencies and portfolio requirements. In this study a lumped parameter model was 
specifically chosen to account for the multiple objectives concerning development of 
geothermal resources in Texas.   
 
Significant data has been gathered for the NGDS. However, despite there being a 
large repository of data on the different possible geothermal resources in Texas it is 
hard to use this data to assess value. The lumped parameter model designed in this 
study was created to allow a user of the NGDS to assess value and help potential 
developers to make decisions about whether to go forward with further exploration.  
When one has significant amounts of data about a specific resource the best means of 
assessing value and testing development strategies is a full scale reservoir simulation 
model. These are the large scale numerical models that are developed for fairly well-
defined resources.  While this may be the best form of resource assessment it requires a 
significant amount of data which may only be obtained through expensive exploration 
strategies such as seismic studies and the actual drilling of wells. These models are also 
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expensive to develop and require a significant amount of time to design and calibrate. 
This form of assessment is not practical in obtaining an estimate of value for many 
different geothermal resources on a large scale.  
 
The complexity of geothermal systems makes defining high or low quality 
resources difficult given data available from public sources. A lumped parameter model 
allows for a quick assessment of a resource and allows developers to discern whether a 
resource deserves the cost and time associated with a more thorough study of the 
identified region. Staging the assessment of the resource in this way allows for an 
efficient means of identifying valuable resources on a broad scale and allows different 
agents to make decisions based on quantitative results at the outset of resource 
identification. 
 
 Using a lumped parameter model maximizes the value of easily available 
information for a decision maker. When comparing the value of different geothermal 
resources the most important calculated reservoir properties are those that affect 
decisions made in the initial stages of development. Geothermal resources are often 
valued using estimation techniques which do not take development of the resource into 
consideration.  An example of a simple form of assessing value, which does not provide 
information about developing the resource, is given by the Equation 2:  
Eq. 2:  Qtot=Ahpav (Ti-To) 
Note: See table 5 for definition of all variable seen in the equations above. 
 
Equation 2 provides an estimate of total heat in place for a specified reservoir. 
For further analysis we can incorporate a factor which provides an estimate of the 
maximum amount of energy that can possibly be withdrawn from the reservoir over a 
specified time period. 
Eq. 3:       ∫                           
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Note: See table 5 for definition of all variable seen in the equations above. 
 
Equation 3 gives an estimate of recoverable energy over a specified time frame 
by incorporating a recovery term, r, which allows the user to estimate the amount of 
thermal energy which will be extracted from the reservoir. This value is then multiplied 
by the estimated second law efficiency, ϒ, to provide an approximation of total useful 
energy in place. Dividing this value by the duration of the project and   , the percentage 
of time that the plant will be in operation, will give an approximate estimate of possible 
power production from a reservoir. Equation 3 enables this estimate of power 
production by choosing a recovery factor, which incorporates the many characteristics 
of a reservoir into a single value, it provides a highly uncertain approximation of 
reservoir behavior. These equations are useful in predicting the amount of energy one 
can ideally withdraw from a reservoir but they do not account for the potential 
differences in costs with developing resources. There are three main drivers which 
affect the cost or development strategy of these low temperature geothermal 
resources:  
 
 The amount of wells needed to produce the objective amount of electric 
capacity. 
 The temperature evolution of the reservoir. 
 The pressure evolution of the reservoir. 
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Figure 12: Shows the decline in cost associated with a rise in temperature for binary technology. From 
Tester et al., (2006). 
 
Generally speaking the cost of geothermal energy is lower for higher 
temperature resources, Figure 12. This is because power plants can more efficiently 
produce power from thermal energy given higher temperatures.  Flash steam turbines 
are the most efficient form of thermal energy conversion for geothermal resources. 
There are three main types of flash plants:  dual flash, single flash and triple expansion, 
which uses supercritical steam. For resources in Texas the only applicable technology in 
this category is a single flash plant. Single Flash plants have a utilization efficiency of 
31.2 % when considering a produced brine temperature of 400°F and a utilization 
efficiency of 45.8 % at a brine temperature of 490 °F, (Tester et al, 2006). However, they 
become either impractical or inoperable at temperatures lower than 350-370 °F, (C.E. 
Clark, 2011). Below this minimum temperature level for flash turbines the best 
technology which usefully converts thermal energy from brines into electrical output are 
binary turbines.  They are called binary turbines because they use a secondary working 
fluid within a closed loop to power a turbine. Produced brine water is fed through a heat 
exchanger where heat from the brine is transferred to the working fluid, often an 
organic-based refrigerant, and then the thermally drained brine is injected back into the 
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reservoir to maintain pressure and to provide “fuel” or brine for future use.  This 
process is less efficient than flash steam turbines and involves smaller [ΔT] meaning 
overall power production from these units is lower. However, binary plants currently 
provide the best means of harnessing geothermal resources with temperatures below 
370 °F.  
 Binary turbine design can vary significantly depending on the nature of the 
resource being produced.  The optimal working fluid for the binary plant is dependent 
on the temperature of the produced brine and size of the plant is dependent on the rate 
of production from the resource.   
Geofluid 
Temperature 
°C  
Energy System 
Conversion 
Typical 
Application 
Working Fluid Cooling system 
100 
Basic Binary 
 
O&G waters R-134a Water 
150 
Binary w/ 
Recuperator 
O&G waters Isobutane Air 
200 
Binary or       
Single-flash 
EGS 
Isobutane or 
Geofluid 
Air or Water 
250 
Double-flash 
 
EGS Geofluid Water 
400 
Single or Triple 
Expansion 
Supercritical EGS Geofluid Water 
Table 4: Shows what technology and corresponding working fluids are generally used to produce different 
temperature geothermal resources, (Teseter et al, 2006). 
 
Table 4 shows what has been determined, in practice, to be the optimal 
technology needed to harness different temperature resources. What is not implicit in 
the table is that the temperature of the reservoir can change depending on different 
development strategies. For instance having an injection well in close proximity to a 
producing well will “short circuit” the reservoir, where cooled injection water forms a 
preferential pathway toward the production well and the produced brine water radically 
drops in temperature over smaller increment of time than would be normally expected.  
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 Another factor influencing the decline of the reservoir temperature is the rate of 
production from producing wells. Producing at a rate faster than heat can be recharged 
into the system will decrease the temperature significantly over the life span of the 
project. Uncertainty regarding temperature values over the lifetime of a geothermal 
project complicates the choice of an optimal power plant.  One needs to balance power 
plant optimality with electrical power output and choose a development strategy which 
can be sustained over the proposed life of the project. Therefore, when assessing the 
value of a resource, one needs the ability to model what the effects of development 
strategies will have on the evolution of temperature within the selected reservoir. 
   
The lumped parameter model produced by this study has been design to allow a 
user to assess the evolution of pressure and temperature within the reservoir given a 
defined development strategy. The model provides a means of approximating the true 
value of a geothermal resource and allows a developer to obtain insight into what 
further information is needed and what development strategies are most likely to 
succeed.  The model has also been design to allow for flexibility, meaning that it can be 
used for a wide range of development strategies and different quality resources. The 
model allows users to be able to screen geothermal resources in a realistic way and 
provide a means of testing the effects of different development strategies. 
LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL DESIGN 
The lumped parameter model was designed by combining different analytical 
methods of calculating temperature and pressure evolution given average values for 
reservoir characteristics. Using reservoir engineering techniques for modeling reservoir 
temperature evolution for steam injection projects, as well as basic pressure decline 
curves, an integrated pressure-temperature model based on semi-analytical simulation 
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has been created. A graphical representation of the model is shown in Figure 13.                    
 
Figure 13: Graphical representation of the lumped parameter model. Elements listed within the reservoir 
represent important initial values needed to run the model. 
 
 
Table 5: List of all variable supplied to the Lumped Parameter Model. 
Nomenclature   
Variable Units  Description 
Qtot  (J) total energy contained by the system  
A (m^2 ) area in meters 
h (m) hieght in meters 
pav (kg/m^3) average density of the reservoir 
Ti (°C) initial temperature of the reservoir 
T (°C) average temperature of the reservoir 
To (°C) temperature of brine flowing out of the binary plant 
TwD (°C) temperature of injected brine  
Tw (°C) temperature of produced brines 
Tr (°C) temperature of injection fluid 
ϒ (dml) dimensionless utilization efficiency of the binary plant 
r (dml) thermal recovery factor from the reservoir 
Cav (J/kg*K) average heat capacity of the reservoir  
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Vr (m^3) volume of the reservoir 
Wr (kg/hr) rate of mass recharge into the block  
α (kg/hr*Pa) recharge coefficient 
Pi (Pa) initial pressure of the reservoir  
P (Pa) average pressure of the reservoir  
Wp (kg/hr) rate of mass production from the block 
Winj (kg/hr) rate of mass injection into the block 
w (m) width of reservoir in meters 
h (m) hieght of the reservoir in meters 
k (m^2) estimated permeability of the reservoir 
ρav (kg/m^3) density of brine 
ρr (kg/m^3) density of the reservoir rock 
Lx (m) length of the reservoir  
µw (Pa*hr) viscosity of water  
φr (dml) porosity of the reservoir 
φi (dml) initial prosity of the reservoir 
ct (1/Pa) total compressibility of the reservoir  
Wp,net (m/hr) total mass extracted from block extracted per time-step 
Κr (kg/Pa) storage term  
Cpw (J/kg*K) heat capacity of produced water  
Cpwr (J/kg*K) heat capacity of the injected brine 
Cpm (J/kg*K) heat capacity of the reservoir rock 
a (dml) heat production coefficient 
g (dml) heat recharge coefficent  
Qn (J/hr) heat recharge into the block from the adjacent rock  
qi (J/hr) heat produced from the block  
Kadj  (W/m*K) heat conductivity of rock adjacent to reservoir 
ρadj (kg/m^3) density of rock adjacent to reservoir 
Cadj (J/kg*K) heat capacity of rock adjacent to reservoir 
tdml (dml) dimensionless time  
As (m^2) area swept by cold injected brine 
G (dim) expression for radial heat transport 
 
Table 5: List of all variable supplied to the Lumped Parameter Model. 
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. 
Modeling Pressure Decline Curve 
The first step of modeling the pressure evolution of a reservoir is to develop a 
mass balance equation that quantifies the different elements of the model:  
Eq. 4:  Wr=α(Pi-P(t)) 
Equation 4 defines the recharge term for the model. Wr represents the mass 
recharge rate into the representative block and α is the coefficient which determines 
the amount of recharge into the block given a change in the average reservoir pressure, 
(H. Sarak et al. 2005). 
Eq. 5:    
     
    
 
Equation 5 provides an approximation for the recharge coefficient used to 
determine recharge into the reservoir, (Ay, 2005). Production and injection rates are 
decision variables defined by the user and are represented by Wp  and Wi. With the 
elements of the block model defined it is possible to set up a mass balance equation for 
the reservoir.  
Eq. 6:      
       
  
  (       )  (             )     
In Equation 6 all elements of the block model are accounted for. The first term 
represents the rate change in volume of the formation as a function of the change in 
pressure. The second term accounts for the rate of mass flowing into the system 
through recharge and the last term shows difference between brine produced and brine 
injected back into the reservoir, (M. Onur et al,2008). We can begin determining a 
useful way of modeling pressure decrease for a given reservoir by modifying the above 
mass balance equation, (H. Sarak et al. 2005). 
Eq. 7:   (       )                 
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In the Equation 7     is the total compressibility of the reservoir, meaning that it 
considers the compressibility of the fluid and the reservoir, ct=cf + cr. Going forward we 
define              , which is simply saying that water production subtracted by 
water injection into the block will be equal to a net amount of mass extracted from the 
reservoir. We also define the group of variables          as   , which may be 
considered as the lumped reservoir storage capacity. Consolidating these variables into 
one storage capacity term will provide for simplified analysis. 
Eq. 8:        (       )    
  
  
  
Because Pi is constant we can say that          and we can derive the 
following Equation 9. 
Eq. 9: 
   
  
 
 
   
   
     
   
 
Equation 10 is a first-order ordinary differential equation and has been solved by 
Grant (et al., 1982) and Sarak (et al., 2003) using the initial conditions: 
          
The solution to Equation 9 as defined by Grant (et al. 1982) is approximated by 
Equation 10.  
Eq. 10:          
      
 
       ( 
 
   
)  
Equation 10 will give the pressure change as a function of time for any selected 
reservoir given that the production rate is constant and that the recharge pressure 
conditions remain relatively constant. This equation can be used to approximate the 
pressure changes for the reservoir given different production to injection ratios. This 
equation is useful because it can provide the consequences of different production 
strategies with a discernible degree of accuracy. The uncertainty of the approximated 
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pressure decline values can be quantified by running different scenarios of initial 
conditions. It must be noted that the goal of the overall analysis is to model 
temperature decline with an approximately stable reservoir pressure. Therefore, 
pressure changes within the block are accounting for leakage factors within the 
geothermal energy system. Providing an estimation of pressure decline will allow the 
user to get a clear understanding which variables have the most influence on the 
pressure evolution. This sensitivity analysis will allow a user to identify the most 
influential variable with regards to pressure decline and define a development strategy 
which takes these factors into consideration. 
 
Modeling Temperature Decline Curve 
This model employs the doublet concept of heat mining pioneered by Gringarten 
and Suaty ( 1975) to estimate the temperature evolution of the reservoir. This concept 
works well for modeling sedimentary dominated geothermal resources because we can 
more easily define these resources as isotropic systems. Isotropic systems describe 
physical systems which have no dimensional variation of intrinsic properties. While a 
typical sandstone reservoir will have vertical heterogeneities the potential effects of 
these heterogeneous properties can be accounted for by developing a representative 
isotropic system. This representative system is developed by determining average 
parameter values for the reservoir and lumping them together to develop a 
representative isotropic system.  
For the following analysis we define all production and injection into the 
reservoir as being produced and injected from two distinct wells which are separated by 
a defined distance. This assumption, which defines a well doublet system, makes 
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calculating temperature decline for the reservoir more manageable. The material and 
energy balance for this system is shown in Equation 11. 
Eq. 11:        
  
  
                      
Eq. 12:                           
It is important that   is understood as the natural heat flow into the system. It 
is equally important to understand that the heat flow into the system is influenced by 
the heat taken out of the system. The importance of this concept is illustrated in the 
equations below. Equation 12 has been solved for by Satman (2010) in the following 
form: 
Eq. 13:                        
 
 
             
       Where:   Eq.14         
         
        
 
  
        
  
                                                     Eq.15        
     
       
 
All of these variables are known from data collected by the geothermal database 
except heat flow into the system. Heat recharge into the system will have to be 
approximated using a method developed by Marx and Langenhiem (1959): 
          Eq. 16:         
 
    
   
 Eq. 17:    √
    
 
                  √      
      Eq. 18:       
         
          
 
      Eq. 19:                  
For the equations above      is the dimensionless time for the system. 
Calculating reservoir properties with respect to dimensionless parameters is a relic of 
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the work originally done by Gringarten and Suaty, (1975). They used dimensionless 
parameters to create efficient means of calculating reservoir properties before large 
scale numerical simulations were possible. We use their methods to create a simplified 
means of calculating temperature changes over time. It is also important to clarify that 
   is the temperature of the injected brine water after it has gone through the binary 
plant. This equation yields the average temperature of the reservoir but not the 
temperature of the brine water being produced from the reservoir. In order to derive 
the temperature of the produced brine water we must account for what is called the 
temperature break through time. This idea simply states that water being injected into 
the reservoir is displacing equilibrated initial temperature brine water. It also assumes 
that minimal diffusion and mixing of the brine waters will occur. The implication of 
these assumptions is that the temperature of the produced brine water will not change 
until the injected waters have physically reached the production well. In order to 
appropriately model the temperature decline of the water coming from the production 
well the temperature break through time needs to be estimated.  The first step needed 
to account for this temperature breakthrough is to model the physical movement of the 
injected brine over time. This is accomplished by calculating the area of the reservoir 
swept by the injected brine water. We can use the area swept instead of volume swept 
because we are assuming the height is constant throughout the reservoir. Equation 20, 
which provides an estimation of the area swept within the reservoir, was developed by 
Satman, (2010). 
Eq. 20:    
         
                
  
This equation provides an analytical solution for the area of the reservoir swept 
by the injection fluid. Using this equation we are assuming that there are no vertical 
heterogeneities within the reservoir and that the reservoir is an isotropic system. The 
implications of these assumptions is that water injected into the reservoir will move 
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uniformly toward the production well while being heated by heat flow from the 
boundaries of the model and the skeleton of the reservoir. With these assumptions in 
place it is possible to approximate the temperature of produced fluid given Equation 21 
developed by Satman (2010). 
 
Eq. 21:     
         (
 
 
(
  
  
)
 
)
 
 
 
 
Equation 21 gives an approximation of the dimensionless temperature of the 
produced brine,    , where D represents the distance between the production and 
injection well. To obtain the Celsius value of the production brine water we need to 
rearrange the equation for dimensionless temperature of the produced water. 
       Eq. 22:     
     
    
 
Eq. 23:                 
The temperature of produced brine water can be estimated by solving for 
equations 13 and 22 and then using the respective output values in equation 23.  
 
A Coupled Geothermal Reservoir Model 
To create a flexible predictive lumped parameter model the two different 
methods of calculating pressure and temperature need to be integrated into an energy 
and mass balance equation illustrated in equation 24 and 25: 
Eq. 24: 
 
  
(                      )   (       )      (           
              )    
Eq. 25:                               
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The above equations define the mass and energy balance equation for the 
lumped parameter model, where h is the entropy of the defined water, (Sarak et al, 
2005). The two mechanisms used for calculating both pressures and temperatures are 
analytical equations which need static predefined conditions. To accurately model the 
reservoir there are some parameters which need to be able to behave dynamically. An 
example of such a parameter is the injection temperature. Equation 13 assumes a 
constant    into the system. Keeping the injection temperature constant does not 
accurately represent what will occur in practice. When considering a binary turbine the 
brine produced will go through the binary plant and lose a specified amount of heat, 
therefore, the    will be variable with time. To account for variable heat input into the 
block H. J. Ramey (1959) has proposed a time-step mechanism which will enables a 
semi-analytical approach to the problem. The example Ramey uses is described in 
equation 26. 
Eq. 26:          √
       
 
 (   (       ))      (√       )    
∑           
     
    √
       
 
 (   (       ))       √       )… 
           √
       
 
 (   (       ))       √         
Equation 27 shows the semi-analytical process developed to solve for the area swept by 
injection fluid within the reservoir. In this example for time=n: 
Eq. 27:      
         
                   
 
Eq. 28:        √
       
 
 (   (       ))      (√       ) 
 Eq. 29:          
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In this example H will vary because    will change as a function of the 
temperature of the produced brine. In this way a simple and realistic method has been 
developed to calculate the temperature evolution of the reservoir. Using this method 
the temperature evolution can be calculated by a time step process. The model 
developed in this study incorporates the analytical approaches described for calculating 
pressure and temperature and uses the method developed by Ramey to produce a 
dynamic lumped parameter model which determines outcomes for different 
geothermal resources given varying development strategies. Information provided by 
the model will allow for enhanced analysis of identified high potential resources within 
Texas. 
 
Production Constraint 
Amended to the lumped parameter model created is a pressure transient 
equation which is used to estimate the number of wells needed to meet a specified 
production objective. With the given inputs defined in the lumped parameter model it is 
possible to estimate the theoretical production from a single well given a defined ΔP, 
which is given by the user, (Grant et al, 2011). 
Eq.30:            
        
        (
  
     
)  
 
In Equation 30   represents the viscosity of the produced brine, r represents the 
radius of influence for the well and   is Euler’s constant which can be approximated as 
0.5772. For this estimator the maximum radius allowed is half of the width of the 
reservoir. The ΔP between the wellbore and the reservoir is defined as a decision 
variable because this value is constrained by the physical characteristics of the 
submersible pump used in production.   
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Assessment: Southern Hidalgo Fairway 
SCENARIO 1 
The lumped parameter estimator developed in this study is tested using data 
specific to the previously discussed Southern Hidalgo Field. The first step in using this 
model is to obtain data from the NGDS reservoir database and use data from the 
identified region to characterize the geometry of the target resource. In this initial test 
of the model we will consider the net sands between the 300 °F and 350 °F isotherms 
found in the Southern Hidalgo Fairway. This depth interval has been chosen because it 
represents a zone of depth where porosity and permeability values may be significant 
enough to produce water but also contain fluids whose temperature is optimal for the 
construction of an iso-pentane binary plant, which is a more efficient variety of binary 
turbine technology.  Some of the initial conditions and reservoir characteristics obtained 
from the NGDS reservoir database are listed in Table 6. 
Reservoir Properties of the Southern Hidalgo Fairway 
Isotherm Interval (°F) Depth Range Dominant Formation Average Pressure (psi) 
200-250 5447-7769 Frio N/A 
250-300 7769-10257 Frio 1910.75 
300-350 10257-12955 Vicksburg 2086.18 
350+ ≥12955 Vicksburg 2392.12 
Isotherm Interval (°F) Average Net Sand  Width (ft) Length (ft) 
200-250 332 35,000 59,000 
250-300 335 38,000 61,000 
300-350 511 36,000 60,000 
350+ 527 33,000 58,000 
Isotherm Interval (°F) Water Saturation Porosity Range Permeability Range 
200-250 25-60% 10-20% 0.02-120 
250-300 25-60% 10-20% .02-05 
300-350 25-60% 10-20% .02-05 
350+ 25-60% 10-18% .02-05 
Table 6:  Data taken from the NGDS reservoir data base. Information shown pertains to the southern 
Hidalgo Fairway discussed in the data section of the study.  
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After defining the geometry of the reservoir using NGDS data the user will have 
to input other initial condition and parameters shown in the nomenclature, Table 5. 
Some of these are not available in the reservoir database and a literature search for 
these variables must be conducted in order to either get direct data from the field or 
reasonable approximations. Using these parameters we are able to use the model 
developed in this study to derive an estimate of energy production from the field given 
a specific development scenario.  
 
There are some key assumptions made in this analysis, the first being that any 
net mass withdrawn from the reservoir will be minimal. We are assuming that all 
produced brine will be injected back into the reservoir. Any mass withdrawn from the 
reservoir will be because of water loss from the facility or into sections of the reservoir 
that are not being utilized. Therefore, any difference between mass produced and mass 
injected into the reservoir should be minimal. Secondly, we are stating that the reservoir 
has uniform properties. These uniform properties are representative of how the 
reservoir behaves as a black box. We are also assuming that given multiple wells the 
system will still behave as a doublet, Figure 14. This assumption may not be fully 
accurate but employing this approximation allows us to discern an estimate of the 
probable number of wells needed to produce the objective amount of energy. 
Furthermore, the model is set up so that production must be constant across time. This 
allows for a less computationally intensive process of estimating energy output.  
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Figure 14: Graphical display of key assumption made by the model. Assumption states that all brines 
produced and injected into the reservoir will be assumed to be produced by a single production injection 
doublet. 
 
With the defined geometries of the reservoir known, as shown in Table 6, a 
development strategy can be chosen and modeled for potential electrical output. A 
development strategy is implemented by choosing a set of values for the decision 
variables defined in the model. In this first scenario we are stating that the reservoir will 
produce at a constant rate of 100,000 (kg/hr) for 20 years, the average life of a binary 
turbine facility. We are defining the brine water outlet temperature as 80% of the initial 
produced brine water temperature, which corresponds to an outlet temperature of 73.2 
°C. We are defining a ΔP for the production constraint as 1% of the average reservoir 
pressure. We have also decided that all of the brine produced will be injected into the 
reservoir.  These decisions as well as intrinsic properties of the reservoir are outlined in 
Table 7. 
 
 
Multiple Wells Multiple Wells 
Actual Development of 
the Resource  
Development Assumed 
by the Model 
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Intial Inputs Used in 
Matlab Model Values Units 
Decision Variables     
permeability  0.0005  Darcies 
Production 100000  kg/hr 
Time 20  Years 
Dt 1  discrete time interval 
Deltatemp 0.8  percent temperature change of fluid  
inj_prod_ratio 1   ratio of produced fluids to injected fluids  
production_constraint 0.01  % difference pressure between well and avg  
    reservoir pressure 
D 5000  distance between wells in meters 
Intrinsic Properties     
heat_capacity_water  4300  j/kg*K 
heat_capacity_rock  920  j/kg*K 
area  200783968  Meters 
radius  7994.471589  radius of reservoir in meters 
Width 10976 width in meters 
Length 18293  length of reservoir in meters 
radiuscasing  0.2  radius of casing in meters 
hieght  155  Meters 
Beta  0.0000116  thermal expansivity (1/Temp)  
density_sandstone 2450  kg/m^3 
Hcrecharge 1901  heat capacity flow from outer tank into inner tank 
conductivity_shale 20  watts/m*K 
density_shale 2350  kg/m^3 
heat_capacity_shale 1000  J/Kg*K 
Viscosity 1.26  Pa-hr 
density_water  998.5  kg/m^3 
compressibility  2E-10 1/Pa 
Alpha 674.5646033  resistor term between two tanks 
Initial Variable Values     
Pressure 14382463 Pa 
Temperature 436 °K 
Volume 31121515040 m^3 
Porosity 0.1   
Table 7: Values of initial inputs for the first trial scenario of development for the southern Hidalgo 
Fairway. Variables are shown as they are represented in the MatLab script. Information taken from: 
(http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/specific-heat-solids-d_154.html), (Masnan, M. S., 2010), ( Iraj 
Ershaghi, et al. 1983), (NGDS reservoir database). 
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Notice that in Table 7 permeability has been described as a decision variable. 
This is because permeability affects little within the model except for the calculation of 
wells needed to produce the desired flow rate. Making the permeability a decision 
variable encourages the user to change the permeability values within the range given 
in the reservoir database. In this way the user explores what effects uncertainty with 
regards to permeability values has on facility needs. With this set of decisions and initial 
values in place it is possible to estimate the probable energy output from the reservoir 
as a function of time for this specific scenario. 
 
Figure 15: The results for average reservoir temperature and well temperature given the initial values 
from the first scenario are shown above.  
 
In this first scenario there is little temperature change at that well or for the 
reservoir as a whole.  Given the structure of the model and the geometries of the 
reservoir this makes intuitive sense. The ratio between the rate of heat withdrawn from 
the system and the volume of the reservoir is small; therefore the temperature 
decrease is minimal over a 20 year time span. It is also important to notice the nature of 
the curves of each temperature value. The well temperature value is convex as a 
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consequence of the approximation used for temperature breakthrough. If the injection 
fluid had reached the production well the convex curve will be more dramatic than 
currently shown in Figure 15; for this scenario no breakthrough has occurred.  The 
concave nature of the average reservoir temperature curve is a consequence of heat 
flow into the system from the surrounding rock. As time of production increases the 
heat flow into the system increase as a function of Q and G, see equations 17 and 19. 
 
Figure 16: Pressure remains constant as production and injection rates are perfectly equal. The rate of 
energy produced from the reservoir decreases as a function of the temperature of the produced brine.  
 
In the first scenario there is little change in temperature or heat produced from 
the reservoir. This is because the production rate does not match the scale of the 
resource. Therefore the only sensitive factor for the implementation of this 
development strategy is the ability for a single well to produce significant amounts of 
brine. Using a modified pressure transient equation the model has calculated that for 
the reservoir to produce 100,000 (kg/hr), 2.275 wells are needed. The numbers of wells 
needed for each development strategy is calculated by dividing the total production by 
the estimated output for a single well in a defined scenario. If we assume that an equal 
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amount of injection wells are needed then that means five or six wells are needed to 
produce the energy output estimated in this scenario.  
 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
Average Temperature (°K) 435.9982 435.9948 435.9917 435.9888 435.9859 
Year 6 7 8 9 10 
Average Temperature (°K) 435.9832 435.9806 435.9781 435.9756 435.9732 
Year 11 12 13 14 15 
Average Temperature (°K) 435.9709 435.9686 435.9664 435.9642 435.962 
Year 16 17 18 19 20 
Average Temperature (°K) 435.9599 435.9578 435.9558 435.9538 435.9518 
Table 8: Shows the average produced brine temperature from the reservoir on an annual basis. 
 
 
Average produced brine temperature has been chosen to be represented on a 
per year basis for easy financial assessment. Once the average temperature of produced 
brine water is converted into electrical output an estimation of revenue can be made on 
a yearly basis using an electricity pricing model.  Total electrical output is calculated 
using a method of approximation developed by Tester (et al 2006). 
Eq. 31: 
  
   
                      
Equation 31 calculates the change in power output per (Kg/sec) brine produced from 
the reservoir divided by the change in outlet temperature of the brine. In the equation 
above    is the outlet temperature of the brine from the binary plant and     is the 
temperature of the produced brine.   
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Figure 17: Specific power output as a function of produced brine temperature taken from Tester (et al., 
2006). 
 
 Using the calculated value for 
  
   
 in Equation 31 allows for an estimate of power 
output for the specified development scenario.  
 
Eq. 32:                 
  
   
        
 
 Equation 32 uses estimated values of        for a range of produced brine 
water temperatures and a fixed outlet temperature of 40 °C to predict       . Applying 
this approximation technique enables the estimation of power output considering 
different binary plant designs.   
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Year 1 2 3 4 5 
kWh Produced 1301 1301 1301 1301 1301 
Year 6 7 8 9 10 
kWh Produced 1301 1301 1301 1301 1301 
Year 11 12 13 14 15 
kWh Produced 1301 1301 1301 1301 1301 
Year 16 17 18 19 20 
kWh Produced 1301 1301 1301 1301 1301 
                 Table 9:  Shows estimated capacity of yearly electrical output for scenario 1. 
 
 Given the reservoir geometries defined by the NGDS reservoir database and 
decisions provided by the user, average annual power production capacity is calculated 
to be 1.3 MWh, Table 9. Energy output is defined as capacity to account for the 
possibility that the plant may not be fully utilized or that parasitic loads may use some of 
the output. Power production capacity is calculated on an annual basis to allow for easy 
conversion into revenue projections. 
SCENARIO 2 
 In the second scenario the geometries of the reservoir stay the same but the 
decision variables change.  The first change made will be the distance in between wells. 
For this scenario we assume that only existing or depleted wells will be used at some 
time in the future. Making this change greatly reduces the likely distance between wells. 
For convenience a distance of 1000 meters is assumed. The second assumption made is 
that production will be significantly larger than what was tested in the last scenario. For 
this scenario production increases 500% from the previous scenario. Making these 
decisions helps us explore the implications of producing near the boundary conditions of 
sustainable development for the reservoir.  
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Figure 18: Displays the temperature evolution of the reservoir given the development strategy in scenario 
2. 
 
 For this development strategy temperature breakthrough occurs somewhere 
around 4 to 5 years, Figure 18 and Table 10. When this occurs the injection and 
production well forms a closed loop where chilled injection brine is rapidly produced at 
the production well, allowing little time for injected brine to equilibrate with the 
reservoir.  The result of this thermal breakthrough is rapid cooling of both the produced 
brine water and the average reservoir temperature. At 120,000 hours this rapid cooling 
slows and the function becomes linear. This is a result of cooling restrictions. In the 
model it assumed that produced brine water cannot be cooled below average surface 
temperature. Therefore, at low enough produced brine temperatures the temperature 
of injected brine will remain constant at the average surface temperature. During 
constant thermal injection the only parameter affecting non-linear behavior in the 
model is the influence of heat flow from the surrounding rock. Looking carefully at the 
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curve it is clear that the linear portion of the temperature evolution is slightly convex as 
a result of heat flow into the system.  
 
 
Figure 19: display of the pressure and heat output from the reservoir given the development strategy in 
scenario 2. 
 
 As in scenario 1 the pressure remains constant as we assume that there is no 
water loss during the development of the field. Again we can see the influence of the 
surface temperature constraint on energy output from the reservoir, Figure 19. Testing 
extreme cases with the model allows a user to explore the logic behind the design of the 
model and in this way can help users determine possible limitations as it applies to their 
own analysis needs.  Exploring extreme development scenarios also provides insight into 
the limitation of the resource. With an increase in production rate 22 wells are needed 
for both extraction and injection purposes. While the added wells allow for a 
significantly higher production rate and therefore a higher initial energy output this 
increase in energy output is short lived. By year 15 of the project, the changes between 
surface temperature and brine temperature produced will be diminished to the extent 
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where the binary plant is no longer operable and the project effectively terminates, 
Table 11. In this scenario the complexity of developing geothermal resources is clearly 
illustrated. It is not the same as extracting a limited commodity from the subsurface. 
The resource behaves dynamically as a function of the development strategy employed. 
Therefore, the best way to consider assessing the value of these resources is 
determining a specific objective for the resource and optimizing a development strategy 
to meet the desired objective. 
  
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
Average Temperature (°K) 435.9138 435.4489 434.5953 433.3734 431.7721 
Year 6 7 8 9 10 
Average Temperature (°K) 429.756 427.2654 424.2106 420.4626 415.838 
Year 11 12 13 14 15 
Average Temperature (°K) 410.0785 402.8297 393.6415 382.0591 368.874 
Year 16 17 18 19 20 
Average Temperature (°K) 363.1851 359.759 356.5354 353.5083 350.6699 
Table 10: Average yearly temperature for the development strategy outlined in scenario 2. 
 
 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
kWh Produced 6646.344 6627.065 6587.113 6553.895 6305.39 
Year 6 7 8 9 10 
kWh Produced 6064.468 5901.665 4915.842 4706.581 4374.455 
Year 11 12 13 14 15 
kWh Produced 4063.077 3501.146 2558.002 1241.959 0 
Year 16 17 18 19 20 
kWh Produced 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 11: Average yearly produced power capacity for the development strategy outlined in scenario 2. 
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Economic Assessment 
SYNOPSIS 
 In this model the economic implications of different development strategies are 
not assessed. Both the cost of development and the price of electricity will vary 
significantly as a function of technological factors, terrain, infrastructure and regional 
and local market variability. The many parameters needed for a precise economic 
assessment for varying geothermal resources makes including such analysis within this 
study impractical. Variability with regards to cost is characterized by the many options 
available to developers when developing a resource. There are many different binary 
plant technologies with variable efficiencies that require different infrastructure needs. 
Furthermore, small changes in development strategies can have large implications on 
facilities needed or technology employed. Potential revenue is easier to calculate but 
contains far more uncertainty. While the potential output can be estimated given a 
specific development scenario, a calculation of potential revenue requires an estimation 
of prices 20 years into the future.  Uncertainty with regards to electricity prices is both a 
function of time and location. Prices tend to vary with regards to regional market 
conditions, (Ercot, 2006).  It is clear then that cost and revenue strongly correlates to 
regional factors, such as market conditions, infrastructure and resource characteristics. 
To develop a realistic projection of potential revenue and cost requires research into 
price histories for specific locations as well as an assessment of cost associated with 
technology employed for varying resources. In this paper estimation methods for both 
cost and revenue are outlined but the ultimate choice of methodology for calculating 
revenue and cost is left to the user.  
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ESTIMATING REVENUE 
 The first scenario produces 1.3 mWh of electricity every year for twenty years.  
This information can be utilized to estimate potential revenue for the project. The way 
this is done is by developing an estimation of future electricity prices using a commodity 
pricing model. A simple way of doing this is using a lag regression model for past 
average yearly prices and determining a long run average or running Monte Carlo 
simulations to determine the probability associated with future prices in different 
periods.  
Eq. 33:                      
 In equation 33      is the price one period ahead of the reference period,    is 
the price at the reference period,      is the long run average price and   is the 
standard error of the system. Using the lag regression technique we can determine a 
linear function that describes the relationship between the reference period and the 
period ahead.  The intercept of the regression is equivalent to the first expression in 
Equation 33, the slope is equivalent to the       term and   is the standard error.  
 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 
Price in $/(kWh) 0.05 0.056 0.054 0.061 0.063 
      
      
  
P Pt+1 
  
  
0.05 0.056 
  
  
0.056 0.054 
  
  
0.054 0.061 
  
  
0.061 0.063 
  
            Regression Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.02988446 0.029735944 1.0049946 0.42073212 
X Variable 1 0.51792829 0.53682949 0.964791 0.43644208 
Table 12: Example of the lag regression process for determining long run average or probability of future 
price outcomes. 
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 Using the results obtained from the defined regression technique, shown in 
Table 12, Equation 33 is used to predict the long run average price or a series of 
probability distributions for prices in each projected period. Probability distribution for 
future prices may be obtained by using Monte Carlo simulations, running multiple 
scenarios were the influence of error   is allowed to behave randomly. In this way the 
user can choose to quantify the risk associated with prices over time or get a simple 
estimate of revenue by multiplying the long run average price by energy output over 
time. Using the values from Table 12 the long run average price would be $0.062 kWh, 
meaning annual nominal revenue of $706,000 for 20 years. 
 
 One can also make an assumption that electricity generated by a geothermal 
resource may be bought in a power purchase agreement (PPA) where electricity 
generated is bought at the outset of the project and all electricity generated is sold to a 
specific customer for a specified price.  Renewable energy is particularly prone to being 
bought in power purchase agreements because utilities or companies can claim as 
having renewable energy assets within their portfolio, which would not be as clear if 
they were buying electricity on the spot market. Furthermore, the tendency for 
renewable energy projects to be more expensive than conventional energy sources 
makes them often reliant on higher prices offered by power purchase agreements to be 
economically feasible.  Power purchase agreements, with regards to renewable energy 
projects, are useful to companies despite higher prices because they act both as a hedge 
and a public show of environmental consciousness, which may be useful politically. PPAs 
for geothermal project act as an effective hedge against potentially high fuel costs. Most 
of the cost associated with geothermal energy projects are defined by initial capital cost; 
these projects have no fuel costs and minimal operational costs. Therefore, if the prices 
of gas or coal were to go up or become expensive due to carbon tax legislation the 
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utility or company would have a locked price that is not susceptible to price fluctuations 
or increased taxation. These concepts are explored further in Javadi M. S., (2011). 
ESTIMATING COST 
 We can estimate costs associated with development using Table 13, shown in 
the appendix. For example we can approximate the total cost of producing the field 
given the conditions of scenario 1 using the costs associated with a Pratt & Whitney 
binary turbine at $3378/kW. In scenario 1 the highest energy output was 1.3 mWh over 
20 years, which using the cost information associated with Pratt & Whitney turbines, 
would mean a total facility cost of $4.39 million.  Under ideal circumstance, it may be 
assumed that depleted gas wells can be obtained at no cost to the developer as they will 
be taking over responsibility for the wells and eliminating the terminal costs associated 
with the well. If minimal pumping costs are also assumed then the cost estimates made 
using Table 13 are reasonable.  
More complex cost estimations will have to consider parasitic loads from 
production and injection pumping, plant operations, changes in efficiency for different 
plant designs, permitting and leasing costs, tax deductions, the possibility of drilling new 
wells and associated variable costs with each specific plant design. The different costs 
listed will vary widely depending on the development strategy employed. There is a 
program available by the DOE which takes these different factors into an account when 
estimating the cost for different development strategies. This program is called the 
GETEM (2011) model, and it has been developed by the DOE to solve the problem of 
high variability associated with estimating geothermal project costs.  Decision variables 
and outputs defined and produced by the lumped parameter model in this paper can be 
used in the GETEM (2011) model to make an estimate of cost associated with a 
particular development strategy. 
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FINDING THE OPTIMAL 
Marginal revenue will not change as a function of plant size; to find an optimal 
development strategy one should choose a course of development with the lowest 
associated marginal cost that meets the objectives defined at the outset of analysis. One 
way to do this would be to look at the costs of other projects which employ similar 
technology but vary in size, depth and temperature. Having these data available would 
allow a researcher to use regression techniques to develop an equation which could 
approximate the cost of a development strategy as a function of temperature and depth 
for different sized projects.  In this way an optimal development strategy could be 
approximated by solving for the minimum marginal cost that lies within the constraints 
defined by the parameters of the geothermal resource. 
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Conclusion 
The NGDS well log and reservoir databases have been developed to help identify 
potential geothermal resources and characterize high potential regions utilizing 
information developed by the oil and gas industry. The goal of this paper is to develop a 
means of assessing value for geothermal resources using the data contained in the 
NGDS. A model has been created to allow a user of the NGDS to evaluate different 
resources employing varying development strategies. This model has been designed in 
such a way that it provides approximations of energy output for different combinations 
of reservoir geometries, intrinsic values, initial conditions and user defined decision 
variables. A key insight into the development of this model is that geothermal systems 
do not behave like limited liquid commodities. Assessing the value of these resources 
has to take into account the objective of a potential developer because these systems 
are dynamic. The development strategy employed will affect the quality of the resource; 
therefore to assess value one must take into account the objectives of developing these 
resources. Given the data available by the NGDS this model provides a clear method of 
assessing value given a defined development strategy. This form of analysis will allow 
for valuable insight into how the resources identified in the NGDS can be utilized. It will 
also allow for the identification of resources which meet the objectives of different 
users employing different strategies of utilization.    
The model designed in this study is an extension of work completed by many 
different authors. This paper aggregates different ideas regarding geothermal 
assessment into a single straight forward methodology capable of balancing reservoir 
production potential with various development strategies. The values obtained by the 
model are reasonable and behave as expected. For a confirmation of model accuracy 
history matching must be applied. However, because of a lack of available datasets on 
deep sedimentary geothermal systems within Texas this step has not been completed. 
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Looking forward this method of resource assessment will be enhanced by history 
matching and defining an estimate of development costs as a function of facility size and 
reservoir temperature and depth. This paper provides a platform for developing 
assessment tools with regards to deep sedimentary geothermal resources. Changes to 
the model are encouraged, as is the use of the NGDS dataset, which should become 
available for public use in the winter of 2013. 
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Appendix 
 
Table 13: Comparison of Itemized costs for different binary plant technology, (Will Gosnold, personal 
communication, 2011). 
 
Lumped Parameter Model Matlab Code: 
clear all 
%intial inputs for the block model 
  
%decision variables 
permeability = .0005; %darcies 
production= 100000; %kg/hr 
time=20; %years 
dt=1; %time of discrete loop time in seconds 
deltatemp=.80; %percent temperature change of fluid after production fluid has left the power plant 
inj_prod_ratio=1; % ratio of produced fluids to injected fluids  
production_constraint=.01; %percent change betwene draw down pressure at well and average reservoir 
pressure 
Feature Ormat Pratt & Whitney Deluge Recurrent Electratherm Calnetix
Output (kW) 350 430 1750 845 235 550
Net kW 300 407 1487.5 750 191 495
Footprint (sq. ft.) 500 420 2800 124 3406 100
Remote operation yes yes yes yes
Cooling air air not provided not provided Forced air Forced air
No. machines 1 2 7 1 5 2
Working fluid not spec. R245fa liquid C02 H2O & NH3 R245fa R245fa
Delivery 10 mos 4 mos 4 to 7 mos 10 mos 4 mos 9 mos
Cost $1,600,000 $750,000 $4,165,000 $1,926,500 $965,665 $1,475,000
Extra Infrastructure none Building Building Building Building none
Extra costs for cooling 0 $565,000 $350,000 $565,000 $250,000 0
Warranty 1 yr. 1 yr, 1 yr. 1 yr. ext 5 y., included 18/12
Outdoor/Indoor Outdoor Indoor Indoor Indoor Indoor Outdoor
Output voltage 480 480 480 480 480 350 -500 
Shipping we pay yes we pay
Performance guarantee yes yes yes
Insulation for HE and Pipe yes
Connection to grid no yes no no no yes
Transportation to site yes yes unknown unknown yes no    
Special no pad req. Turnkey install. pad req. no pad req. pad req. no pad req.
Infrastructure $10,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $10,000
Total Cost $1,610,000 $1,375,000 $4,575,000 $2,551,500 $1,275,665 $1,485,000
Cost per kW $5,367 $3,378 $3,076 $3,402 $6,679 $3,000
Yearly sales $.05/kWh $124,912 $169,464 $619,356 $312,280 $79,527 $206,105
Years to cover investment (@zero interest) 12.9 8.1 7.4 8.2 16.0 7.2
Manufacturer's Estimate of Costs per Basic Unit and Necessary Additional Costs 
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%intrinsic reservoir properties 
heat_capacity_water = 4300; %j/kg*K 
heat_capacity_rock = 920; %j/kg*K 
area = 200783968; %meters 
width= 10976;%width in meters 
radius = (width/2); %radius of reservoir in meters 
length=18293; %l/ength of reservoir in meters 
radiuscasing = .2; %radius of casing in meters 
hieght =155; %meters 
Beta = .0000116; %thermal expansivity  
density_rock = 2450; %kg/m^3 
conductivity=20; %watts/m*K 
density_shale=2350; %kg/m^3 
heat_capacity_shale=400; %J/Kg*K 
viscosity=.000894*3600; %Pa-hr 
density_water = 998.5; %kg/m^3 
compressibility = .0000000002;% 
alpha=(8*width*hieght*permeability*density_water)/(length*viscosity); %resistor term betwene two 
tanks 
D=5000; %distance between wells in meters 
  
%% 
%assigning length of vector array for internal tank variables 
Kappa=zeros(1,175200); 
Volume=zeros(1,175200); 
porosity=zeros(1,175200); 
Qp=zeros(1,175200); 
P=zeros(1,175200); 
T=zeros(1,175200); 
a=zeros(1,175200); 
g=zeros(1,175200); 
z=zeros(1,175200); 
Qn=zeros(1,175200); 
timedml=zeros(1,175200); 
G=zeros(1,175200); 
lambda=zeros(1,175200); 
Twd=zeros(1,175200); 
Q=zeros(1,175200); 
Td=zeros(1,175200); 
Tw=zeros(1,175200); 
As=zeros(1,175200); 
Treal=zeros(1,175200); 
Ascon=zeros(1,175200); 
Qncon=zeros(1,175200); 
intterm=zeros(1,175200); 
heatterm=zeros(1,175200); 
Tinj=zeros(1,175200); 
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%% 
%assigning length of vector array for preesure drawdown constraint 
wells=zeros(1,175200); 
production_well=zeros(1,175200); 
%% 
%Setting initial values for the the internal tank 
porosity(1)=.05000; 
Volume(1)= area*hieght; %voulme in m^3 
Kappa(1)=porosity(1)*Volume(1)*compressibility*density_water; %storage coefficient 
P(1)=55152000; %pressure in pascals 
T(1)=436; %temperature in Kelvin 
z(1)=1; 
Qp(1)=production*heat_capacity_water*T(1); 
densityav=(porosity(1))*density_water+(1-porosity(1))*density_rock; %kg/m^3 
havavg=(porosity(1))*heat_capacity_water+(1-porosity(1))*heat_capacity_rock; %joules/kg 
Tw(1)=T(1); 
Tinj=Tw(1)*deltatemp; 
lambda(1)=(heat_capacity_water*densityav(1)*havavg(1)*(production*inj_prod_ratio)*hieght)/(conducti
vity*3600*density_rock*heat_capacity_rock*D^2); 
  
%% 
%setting initial values for constraint equation; 
production_well(1)=-((((1-production_constraint)*P(1))-
P(1))*(4*3.14159*permeability*hieght))/(1+reallog((4*permeability)/(porosity(1)*viscosity*compressibilit
y*radius^2))-.5772); 
wells(1)=production/production_well(1); 
  
%% 
%setting up the heat flow equation for thermal recovery resulting from 
%extracting energy from the main production block 
  
timedml(1)=4*(conductivity*density_shale*conductivity*3600*dt)/((densityav(1)*havavg(1)*hieght)^2); 
%dimensionless time as described by Marx and Langenheim 
G(1)=2*((timedml(1)/3.14159)^.5)-1+(exp(timedml(1)))*erfc((timedml(1))^.5); 
Qn(1)=0; 
a(1)=(production*heat_capacity_water)/(Volume(1)*densityav(1)*havavg(1)); %coefficient for the 
temperature drawdown 
g(1)=((alpha*(P(1)-
P(1))*heat_capacity_water*T(1))/(Volume(1)*densityav(1)*havavg(1)))+(Qn(1)/Volume(1)*densityav(1)*h
avavg(1)); %coefficient for temperature timestep equation 
Q(1)=0; 
Tw(1)=T(1); 
As(1)=0; 
Twd(1)=(atan(.5*(As(1)/(D^2))^2))/(pi/2); 
Td(1)=(G(1)/timedml(1))*(1-exp((-timedml(1)*lambda(1)*(D^2)*hieght)/(4*Volume(1)))); 
heatterm(1)=0; 
Qncon(1)=0; 
Ascon(1)=0; 
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%% 
%loop which reassigns values everytime step for dynamic variables for both the outer and 
%inner tank  
for n=1:175201; 
    z(n+1)=z(n)+1; 
    %constraint equations 
     
    %constraint on porosity 
    if porosity(n)<=0;  
       porosity(n)= .001; 
    end  
    %constraint on minimum well temperature 
    if Tinj(n)<293.15; 
        Tinj(n)=293.15; 
    end 
    %constraint on production from a single well 
    production_well(n)=-((((1-production_constraint)*P(n))-
P(n))*(4*3.14159*permeability*hieght))/(reallog(z(n))+reallog((4*permeability)/(porosity(n)*viscosity*co
mpressibility*radius^2))-.5772); 
    wells(n)=production/production_well(n); 
     
    %governing equations for tank 
    P(n+1)=P(1)-((production-(production*inj_prod_ratio))/alpha)*(1-exp(-(alpha*z(n+1))/Kappa(n))); 
    T(n+1)=T(1)-(T(1)*(1-exp(-(a(n)*z(n))))-(g(n)/a(n))*(1-exp(-a(n)*z(n)))); 
    porosity(n+1)=(porosity(1))*(1+(compressibility*(P(1)-P(n)))-(Beta*(T(1)-T(n)))); 
    Volume(n+1)=(Volume(n))-Volume(n)*compressibility*(P(1)-P(n)); 
    Qp(n+1)=production*heat_capacity_water*Tw(n); 
    Kappa(n+1)=(Volume(n+1)*porosity(n+1)*compressibility*density_water); 
    
lambda(n+1)=(heat_capacity_water*densityav*havavg*(production*inj_prod_ratio*hieght))/(conductivit
y*3600*density_rock*heat_capacity_rock*D^2); 
     
    %detemrining the heat flow into the system  
    Q(n+1)=((production-alpha*(P(1)-P(n+1)))*inj_prod_ratio*heat_capacity_water*((T(1)-Tinj(n)))); 
    
timedml(n+1)=4*(heat_capacity_rock*density_shale*conductivity*3600*(z(n)))/((densityav*havavg*hieg
ht)^2); %dimensionless time as described by Marx and Langenheim 
    G(n+1)=2*((timedml(n+1)/3.14159)^.5)-1+(exp(timedml(n+1)))*erfc((timedml(n+1)^.5)); 
    intterm(n+1)=intterm(n)+(Q(n)-Q(n+1))*(1-(G(n)/timedml(n))); 
    Qn(n+1)=(Q(n+1)*(1-(G(n+1)/timedml(n+1))))+intterm(n+1); 
    heatterm(n+1)=heatterm(n)+(((Q(n+1)*densityav*havavg*hieght)/(4*(T(1)-
Tinj(n))*conductivity*3600*density_shale*heat_capacity_shale))-... 
                  ((Q(n)*densityav*havavg*hieght)/(4*(T(1)-
Tinj(n))*conductivity*3600*density_shale*heat_capacity_shale)))*G(n); 
    As(n+1)=((Q(n+1)*densityav*havavg*hieght*G(n+1))/(4*(T(1)-
Tinj(n))*conductivity*3600*density_shale*heat_capacity_shale))+heatterm(n+1); 
    Twd(n+1)=(atan(.5*(As(n)/(D^2))^2))/(pi/2); 
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    Tw(n+1)=T(1)-((Twd(n+1))*(T(1)-Tinj(n))); 
     
    %heat flow equations 
    a(n+1)=(production*heat_capacity_water)/(Volume(n+1)*densityav*havavg); %coefficient for the 
temperature drawdown 
    
g(n+1)=((((production*inj_prod_ratio))*heat_capacity_water*Tinj(n))/(Volume(n+1)*densityav*havavg))+
(Qn(n+1)/(Volume(n+1)*densityav*havavg)); 
    Tinj(n+1)=Tw(n)*deltatemp;% 
end 
%% 
%Plotting Information 
subplot(1,2,1); 
plot(z,T) 
title('Temperature vs. Time'); 
xlabel('Time (hr)'); 
ylabel('Temperature (Kelvin) '); 
subplot(1,2,2); 
plot(z,Tw) 
title('Well Temperature vs. Time'); 
xlabel('Time (hr)'); 
ylabel('Well Temperature (Kelvin)') 
output=zeros(1,20); 
int=zeros(1,17); 
qtot=zeros(1,175200); 
qtot(1)=Tw(1); 
for p=2:175200; 
    qtot(p)=qtot(p-1)+Tw(p); 
end 
output(1)=qtot(8760); 
for k=2:20; 
   output(k)=qtot(k*8760)-qtot((k-1)*8760); 
end  
for x=1:20; 
    disp((output(x))/(8760)); 
end 
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